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Recommended Synonyms, Recommended Antonyms | â€¦
www.thesaurus.com/browse/recommended
You are recommended, Miss, to the practice of your private devotions. This method,
however, is not to be recommended, because it is not economical.

It Is Not Recommended To OR It Is Recommended Not
â€¦
www.englishforums.com › Forums › Grammar & Sentence Structure
Jan 28, 2012 · Hi,RegardsIt is recommended that you replace sentence with phrase in
your question above.It is not recommended that they read this bookFor the above
sentences, can we also say: It is recommended replacing sentence with phrase in â€¦

NOT Recommended - LymeDoc.org - Google Sites
https://sites.google.com/site/lymedoctors/not-recommended
** QUOTE- â€œThe evidence is fairly clear at this stage that there are no benefits from a
prolonged course of antibiotics beyond what is generally recommended by IDSA
guidelines,â€� Meissner said in an interview. â€œWhatever the explanation, PTLDS is
not responsive to additional antibiotics ...
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rec·om·mend
[ËŒrekÉ™Ëˆmend]

1. put forward (someone or something) with approval as being suitable for a particular
purpose or role.
"George had recommended some local architects" · [more]
synonyms: advocate · indorse · commend · approve · suggest · [more]

advise or suggest (something) as a course of action.
"some doctors recommend putting a board under the mattress" · [more]
synonyms: advise · counsel · urge · exhort · enjoin · [more]

advise (someone) to do something.
"you are strongly recommended to seek professional advice"

2. archaic (recommend someone/something to)

commend or entrust someone or something to (someone).
"I devoutly recommended my spirit to its maker"

Not Recommended Online Work at Home - â€¦
https://www.newsonlineincome.com/not-recommended
In this section we have listed those kind of online work companies and so claimed online
business opportunities which are paying but also we don't recommend anyone to work.

Booster evaluations | Not recommended
www.iihs.org › Home › Ratings › Overview
Parents should avoid buying the boosters on this "not recommended" list. These are
seats that don't provide good belt fit â€” the main job boosters are supposed to do. Some
boosters can be used in both highback and backless modes. For those seats, the "not
recommended" warning applies to the mode or ...

Not recommended -- Crossword clue | Crossword Nexus
www.crosswordnexus.com/clue/not-recommended
Not recommended -- Find potential answers to this crossword clue at
crosswordnexus.com

22 Not recommended Synonyms and 1 Not recommended
â€¦
https://www.powerthesaurus.org/not_recommended
Not recommended synonyms and Not recommended antonyms. Top synonym for not
recommended (another word for not recommended) is inadvisable.

Trees: Not Recommended - Missouri Botanical â€¦
https://www.missouribotanicalgarden.org/Portals/0/Gardening...
Trees: Not Recommended The following trees have serious drawbacks or can have
multiple problems. Consider carefully before deciding to plant.

Not recommended - Crossword clues & answers - Global
Clue
www.globalclue.com/clue/Not_recommended
Not recommended. Let's find possible answers to "Not recommended" crossword clue.
First of all, we will look for a few extra hints for this entry: Not recommended.

Recommend Synonyms, Recommend Antonyms | â€¦
www.thesaurus.com/browse/recommend
Related: Recommended; recommending. Example Sentences for recommend. Having a
partiality for Robert, this was not likely to recommend his enemy in her eyes.

Not recommended - Crossword Clue Answer | Crossword
â€¦
crosswordheaven.com/clues/not-recommended
Find answers for the crossword clue: Not recommended. We have 1 answer for this
clue.
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